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Abstract 

In the emerging sector of Cooperative, Connected and Automated Driving (CCAD), the development of vehicle 
functions is often in the focus. However, road infrastructure can play a key role in enabling and supporting 
automated driving. A classification scheme for infrastructure support for automated driving (ISAD) has recently 
been introduced, which groups the availability of static and dynamic infrastructure information together with 
communication capabilities into classes. In this paper, this classification is applied to the Austrian motorway 
network and exemplifies how different classes of infrastructure support can be provided on a road network, ranging 
from static and dynamic map data to the latest technology for microscopic traffic perception and the integration 
with the C-ITS deployment. Such an infrastructure classification can be regarded as a tool to systematically define 
road sections where automated driving functions can operate under their operational design domain (ODD) and to 
guide infrastructure upgrades. 
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1. Introduction  

Automated driving implies that control of a vehicle gradually moves from human perception and human control 
of the vehicle to a partial or full control by computer systems, including environment perception. Automated 
driving requires certain prerequisites, which can be grouped into the following domains:  

 the domain of the driver-machine interaction,  
 the domain of the vehicle capability,  
 the domain of the road operator, and  
 the domain of law and regulation.  

 
In recent years, these domains have been defined in more detail using the following classification schemes: 
 

 the SAE levels [SAE J3016_201806], which describe the grade of automation and the related division of 
decision and control responsibilities between human driver and machine, 
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 the Operational Design Domains (ODDs), which address the environmental conditions under which the 
machine functions operate, and 

 the ISAD classification [Carreras et al. 2018, Amditis et al. 2019], which classifies the capability of road 
infrastructure to provide additional sensor information to vehicles, the so-called Infrastructure Support 
for Automated Driving (ISAD). 

The joint stakeholder view (see Figure 1) on enabling connected automated driving on Europe's roads was first 
introduced in [ERTRAC 2019]. While the specification of ODDs is already under investigation [e.g. Kulmala et 
al. 2018 in EU-EIP Activity 4.2], this paper focuses on the ISAD classes and applies them to the Austrian 
motorway network. The underlying analysis will be based on the evaluation of sensor equipment of a specific road 
section, and on the available communication technologies between vehicle and infrastructure. Note that in this 
paper, it is assumed that the ISAD classes are a static definition, although in the future, it is imperative that the 
classification becomes dynamic, based on the quality and availability properties of the data path. 

1.1. ISAD Classification 

Within the ISAD classification scheme, there are five classes denoted by the letters A to E, where E represents no 
infrastructure support and A represents the highest infrastructure support level (see Figure 2). 

1.1.1. ISAD E 

For most of today's "conventional" infrastructure, in general, no digital infrastructure data is available, and there-
fore, no explicit AV support can be provided. The vehicle has to rely on the on-board sensor system exclusively 
and has no redundant second source of information. Additionally, the road geometry and road signs have to be 
recognized by automated vehicles on their own. This is denoted ISAD E in the ISAD classification. 

Figure 2: ISAD class overview stating prerequisites and exchange data from infrastructure and AV side 

Figure 1: ISAD classes embedded in other domains 
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1.1.2. ISAD D 

If a road is classified as ISAD D within the ISAD classification, static digital information in the form of map 
support of this road section is available. Map support means that the infrastructure provider, the road authority or 
another relevant body supplies digital map data (including static road signs) complemented by physical reference 
points. However, automated vehicles will still have to recognize traffic lights, short-term road works and variable 
message signs (VMS) on their own. The provided data needs to be requested and downloaded by the respective 
map service provider in advance. 

1.1.3. ISAD C 

In order to be classified as ISAD C, "dynamic digital information" has to be available on the network in question. 
This means that information of dynamic road signs (e.g. variable speed limits) and dynamic information about 
warnings, incidents and weather warnings is available. A relevant message format, which is wide-spread in Europe, 
for such dynamic information is DATEXII [DATEXII]. 

1.1.4. ISAD B 

The classification ISAD B requires the capability of "cooperative perception", which means that the infrastructure 
is capable of perceiving microscopic traffic situations and also of communicating to vehicles. Microscopic traffic 
data can be acquired by various sensor types. The infrastructure can react in real time and inform vehicles about 
traffic situations, e.g. via I2V communication using C-ITS messages as defined in [C-ROADS] and [ECo-AT].  

1.1.5. ISAD A 

For the highest classification ISAD A, the infrastructure has to be capable of perceiving vehicle trajectories and of 
guiding single AVs or AV groups. When driving on a road classified ISAD A, automated vehicles are guided and 
orchestrated by the infrastructure in order to optimize traffic flow. The corresponding messages sent out by the 
infrastructure comprise e.g. gap and lane change advice to control automated traffic. These advanced messages are 
referred to as C-ITS Day 2 for automated driving [Meckel 2019]. 
 

2. An initial ISAD classification of the Austrian motorway network 

2.1. Defining a use case for Cooperative Guiding 

The next generation of automated vehicles will struggle with the reliability of on-board sensor systems, the 
limitation of the perception horizon and the reliability as well as liability of decision making based on sensor data. 
In case a vehicle has no sufficient dataset to take decisions in a secured environment (at the edge of an ODD), it 
will force handover from machine driving to manual driving. This can potentially result in a critical traffic situation 
for the overall mixed traffic flow. If, however, a vehicle's on-board sensor system is supplied additional "virtual 
vehicle sensors", e.g. external data provided by the infrastructure, this may potentially prevent the vehicle or 
driving function from leaving the ODD (see Figure 6). Thus, in areas where a vehicle would need to operate on a 
lower SAE level, infrastructure can support by providing additional information, for example via a C-ITS message 
for a road works warning (see Figure 3). This further implies that a certain level of data quality has to be assured 

Figure 3: C-ITS road works warning on dashboard of vehicle 
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at a certain level of service (ISAD class) since automated vehicles taking road infrastructure data into account have 
to trust and rely on every source of data. It has to be guaranteed that the Safety Of The Intended Functionality 
(SOTIF) can be validated within the development process of software-based driving. 

2.2. Infrastructure equipment on Austria's motorways 

Austria's motorways generally provide excellent ICT infrastructure. Based on their fibre-glass network and the 
existing equipment, a dedicated test track for autonomous driving, the ALP.Lab proving ground, has been installed 
on the motorway A2 near the city of Graz. A 3D model and HD map of the ALP.Lab proving ground have been 
prepared, and several additional digital and physical infrastructure elements have been installed, such as (see 
Figure 4): 
 

 HD video cameras with traffic detection functionality (lane related), 
 Traffic sensors allowing for single vehicle detection (lane related), 
 Radar sensors (single-vehicle, track related), and 
 C-ITS hybrid connectivity. 

 
Since early 2018, ASFINAG has been able to send out standardized, harmonized C-ITS Day 1 messages on the 
test track. In May 2019, selected Day 2 messages for automated driving [Meckel 2019] were broadcast for the very 
first time. These messages aimed at guiding vehicles in specific traffic situations through speed, lane and inter-
vehicle-gap recommendations as well as cooperative perception. 

2.3. Preliminary Austrian ISAD classification 

Combining the needs of automated vehicles and applying the ISAD classification, Figure 5 depicts a first fully 
automated classification of the Austrian motorway network based on the ASFINAG geographical information 
system database. All road sections fulfil at least the minimum requirements for ISAD D, i.e. digital map data with 
located static traffic signs. The highest ISAD class on the network is ISAD B reached on the 23 km long ALP.Lab 
proving ground near the City of Graz, equipped with the latest generation of sensors and C-ITS equipment. First 
tests with automated vehicles have already been performed, and further tests are on-going. The results are expected 
to give new insights into the required connectivity and supplementary information which need to be provided in 
order to reach the different ISAD classes. 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Example of available digital and physical infrastructure elements to provide additional information to automated vehicles 
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3. Summary 

The ISAD classification will support automated vehicles to operate under a more predictable environment. While 
ODDs may get downgraded by a sudden change in the road topology layout, by heavy traffic conditions or under 
adverse weather conditions (see Figure 6), the infrastructure can support the vehicle's perception and close certain 
information gaps.  

 
A first static analysis of the digital content capability of the Austrian motorway network was presented in this 
paper. Such an ISAD classification of a road network enables a systematic evaluation of road sections where 
automated driving functions can be operated within the vehicle's ODD and where infrastructure upgrades could be 
beneficial.  
 
However, a reliable classification of the European network can only be developed through the elaboration of 
different practical examples to start the discussion with infrastructure and automotive stakeholders. The EC CCAM 
Single Platform already addresses this common goal, although the dynamic application of ISAD classes to the 
road network and respective mixed traffic management still needs to be addressed within the next years. 

Figure 6: ODD scheme © Tom Alkim 2019 

Figure 5: Scheme of a possible ISAD classification of Austria’s motorways 

 ISAD class A 
 ISAD class B 
 ISAD class C 
 ISAD class D 
 ISAD class E 
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